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Jigsaw Commode In Rosewood And Violet Wood, Transition Louis XV / Louis XVI - 2nd Pa

3 400 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Parfait état

Width : 115

Height : 82.5

Depth : 52
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Description

Chest of drawers in wood veneer, Transition

style. Its Top is a Sumptuous 3cm thick Marble,

in the Sienna tone with White veining. It presents

a Detachment marrying the Movement of the

Dresser, with Projection and Gorge on its

Perimeter. The central part of the Facade of the

Projecting Commode is built with two large

Drawers with Hidden Traverse of the same depth,

the interior of which is in Oak. These two

Drawers are provided with a Bronze Lock Entry,

the first being dummy, only the lower one

equipped with its Key locks the two openings.

They are provided on each side with Bronze Pull

Handles. These Drawers, made of Rosewood and

Violette Wood arranged in Butterfly Wings, have

Greek-style framing nets. The sides of this piece

of furniture are not to be neglected either because



the wood is arranged in the same way as on the

front. This chest of drawers is supported by four

legs, the front ones of which have a cutaway and

end in a doe foot. There is a Bronze Chute in the

upper part as well as on the bump of the Foot, and

a Sabot in the lower part. The cutaway is

garnished with two nets wrapped in light wood

and amaranth. Note the inscription "Le Grand

Trianon" present under the marble as well as a

Stamp on the wood under the marble representing

a golden Fleur de Lys. This Elegant Dresser with

reasonable dimensions will invite itself into an

Interior arranged with Taste, and where the

Quality of its Marquetry will be noticed.

******** Period: 2nd part of the 19th century

Perfect condition after restoration in our

workshop. Varnished finish. Polished and

lustrous marble. Additional photos available on

request:

https://www.antiquites-lecomte.com/boutique/co

mmodes/commode-sauteuse-en-bois-de-rose-et-b

ois-de-violette-transition-louis-xv-louis

-xvi-2eme-partie-xixe Delivery and installation

possible, in France and in Europe, by our partner

specialized in the transport of furniture.

Dimensions: Maximum width: 115 cm Maximum

depth: 52 cm Height: 82.5 cm Ref: 752 R


